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Ekat Bork, the Siberian songwriter,  since last November 
has worked in Reykjavik with her longtime producer 
Francesco Fabris to give birth to her new EP "KONTROL". 

After the 2 Albums "Veramellious" and "YASDYES", the 
new EP "KONTROL" will be released on October 19th. 
“KONTROL” is a four song EP of vast electronic 
atmospheres, heart-pumping rhythms and dark, 
emotional depth. It is beautiful and tense and desolate. 
Two tracks will be singles, wrapped in provocative videos.  

The first is the title track, KONTROL, out May 17th with its 
alarming video, expressing Ekat’s frustration at the 
pervasive surveillance society in the so-called free West. 
“Why are you afraid of robots when you act like a robot 
yourself?”.  

The second,”ZHIVAGO” out September 21st "tells about 
the Amur River, the great river that separates my land 
from China and my grandmother from her younger 
son.The powerful and sacred Amur River of over 4000 
kilometers, called "the King" and protected by the Amur 

tiger, the Siberian tiger fighting for survival. 
It evokes a sense of loss: loss of family, loss of her ties to the mighty River Amur that divides her homeland, and 
loss of history and connection to her/our roots. Neither single is for the faint-hearted. Like the river, nothing about 
Ekat’s music is shallow or safe."Is it in our nature to be controlled? " 

No one controls Ekat Bork, who between August and October will see the world from India , America and UK in a 
long Solo Tour. 

 
Single ZHIVAGO        Release :   21 September 2018                     ISRC :    CHA511800027 

EP  KONTROL                    Release :   19 October  2018                             EAN :   4260085874514          

Texts/Comp. :  Ekat Bork 
Label:                GinkhoBox (LC 12366)                          
Mixing:            Francesco Fabris 
Mastering :      Valgeir Sigurdsson                         
Distributions :  iGroove 
VIDEO :            ZHIVAGO  > https://youtu.be/V5ygzyk-gPo                       
  
Ekat Bork tel ls  the story of  the Zhivago video:  
"At first I thought of something else. I imagined a video that depicted the text of the track telling about the great 
Amur river and the Siberian tiger. But then during the editing, sometimes happens to me, I began to play and let 
me go giving vent to the imagination, I exaggerated his is how the idea of the videogame came about and I must 
say that it fits perfectly with the music. Great! 
 I really enjoyed it. " 
 
INFORMATIONS 
Media contact:  Christa Wenger | wenger@cwpromotion.ch | CWPromotion 
Website:  www.ekatbork.com 

    


